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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 30 (1994), 171 { 206ON A MULTIPOINT BOUNDARY VALUEPROBLEM FOR LINEAR ORDINARYDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH SINGULARITIESG. D. TskhovrebadzeAbstract. A criterion for the unique solvability of and sucient conditions forthe correctness of the modied Vallee-Poussin problem are established for the linearordinary dierential equations with singularities.IntroductionThis paper is devoted to the investigation of a certain modication of the Vallee-Poussin's boundary value problem, and it seems natural to explain in rst placewhich modication is meant and which factors have led to it.Let us consider the linear ordinary dierential equation(1) u(n)= lXk=1pk(t)u(k 1) + q(t) ;where n  2 is a natural number, p1; : : : ; pl; q are continuous functions on thesegment [a; b]. Let m 2 f2; : : : ; ng, ni 2 f1; : : : ; n  1g (i = 1; : : : ;m), mPi=1ni = n, 1 < a = t1 <    < tm = b < +1.As is well-known, the classical Vallee-Poussin's boundary value problem is for-mulated as follows: Find a solution of the dierential equation (1) satisfying theconditions(21) u(k 1)(ti) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; ni; i = 1; : : : ;m) :The solution, naturally, is sought for in the class of n-times continuously dieren-tiable functions on the segment [a; b].1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 34B15.Key words and phrases: linear ordinary dierential equation with singularities, modiedVallee-Poussin problem, unique solvability, correctness.Received January 21, 1993.
172 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEThere are a lot of works devoted to the investigation of the Vallee-Poussin'sboundary value problem in this classical formulation (see, for example, [1] andReferences from [3]).This problem has also been studied with sucient thoroughness in the casewhen the coecients of the equation (1) have singularities at the points t1; : : : ; tm(see, for example, [2,3,5]). However, in all works devoted to the study of the Vallee-Poussin's problem it is assumed that(*) Z ba (t   a)n n1 1(b  t)n nm 1 mYi=1 jt  tijnikjpk(t)j dt < +1 (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;where nik =  ni   k + 1 for k  ni0 for k > ni ;and Z ba (t   a)n n1 1(b  t)n nm 1jq(t)j dt < +1 :This assumption is not casual. The matter is that if functions pk (k = 1; : : : ; l)have singularities of order n   n1 + n1k and n  nm + nmk at the points a and b,respectively (in particular, the function p1 has singularities of order n at the pointsa and b), then Problem (1), (21) is not, generally speaking, uniquely solvable evenin the simplest case. For example, given boundary conditions (21), the equationu(n) = ( 1)n 1(t  a)n uhas an innite number of solutions for n1 = 1 and suciently small  > 0.Therefore, to provide the solution uniqueness, we have to introduce an addi-tional and, of course, natural condition such as, for example,(22) sup (t  a)l 1 1(b  t)l 1 2 ju(l 1)(t)j : a < t < b	 < +1 ;where 1 2]n1   1, n1[, 2 2]nm   1, nm[.This condition is natural because if the condition (*) is fullled, than (21),yields (22), i.e. Problem (1), (21), (22) coincides with the Vallee-Poussin's prob-lem. However, if the condition (*) is not fullled, than, as follows from the aboveexample, this is not so.Problem (1), (21), (22) is the generalization of the Vallee-Poussin's boundaryvalue problem and has not yet been studied with sucient completeness. Here anattempt is made to ll up somehow this gap. In particular, the conditions are estab-lished, guaranteeing Problem (1), (21), (22) to be Fredholmian and its solution tobe stable with respect to integrally small perturbations of the coecients of equa-tion (1). It is assumed that the functions pk : Im ! R(k = 1; : : : ; l), q :]a; b[!Rbelocally integrable on Im and ]a; b[, respectively, where Im = [a; b]nft1; : : : ; tmg, and
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 173the condition (*) is not fullled. Note that the solution of Problem (1), (21), (22)is sought for in the class of functions u :]a; b[!R absolutely continuous togetherwith u(k) (k = 1; : : : ; n  1) inside ]a; b[.1)The following notation will be used throughout this paper:k;1;2(t) = (t   a)1 k+1(b   t)2 k+1m 1Yi=2 jt  tijnik ; 1)k;n(t) = (t   a)n k(b  t)n k m 1Yi=2 jt  tijnik ;kl() = j(k   1  ) : : : (l   2  )j (k = 1; : : : ; l   1); ll() = 1 ;L([a; b];R) is a set of Lebesgue-integrable functions g : [a; b] ! R; Lloc(]a; b[;R)is a set of functions g :]a; b[! R which are Lebesgue-integrable inside ]a; b[;Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) is a set of measurable functions g :]a; b[!R such thatjg()jn 1 1; n 1 2 == sup(t  a)n 1 1(b   t)n 1 2 Z ta+b2 g( ) d  : a < t < b	 < +1 :1. Lemmas on A Priori EstimatesIn this section we consider Problemu(n) = lXk=1pk(t)u(k 1) + q(t) ;(1) u(k 1)(ti) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; ni; i = 1; : : : ;m) ;(21) sup (t  a)l 1 1(b  t)l 1 2 ju(l 1)(t)j : a < t < b	 < +1 ;(22)where 1 2]n1   1; n1[, 2 2]nm   1, nm[, q 2 Ln 1 1; n 1 2(]a; b[;R) andpk :]a; b[!R (k = 1; : : : ; l) are measurable functions satisfying inequalities(3) p1k(t)  pk(t)  p2k(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) :On imposing certain restrictions on the vector function (p11; : : : ; p1l; p21; : : : ; p2l),we obtain an a priori estimate of the solution of Problem (1), (21), (22) which isunique for the considered set of coecients.Before formulating the main lemma, some denitions will be given.1)i.e., on each segment contained in ]a; b[.2)in the case m = 2Qm 1i=2 jt  tijnik denotes unity.
174 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEDenition 1. Let n0 2 f1; : : : ; n   1g and  2]n0   1; n0[. The vector function(h1; : : : ; hl) with measurable components hk :]a; b[!R (k = 1; : : : ; l) will be saidto belong to the set S+(a; b;n; n0;) 8:S (a; b;n; n0;)9; if there exists  2]a; b[such that we have the inequalitylimt!a sup (t  a)l 1 (n  l)! lXk=1 1kl() Z t (   t)n l(   a) k+1jhk( )j d < 18: limt!b sup (b  t)l 1 (n  l)! lXk=1 1kl() Z t (t   )n l(b   ) k+1jhk( )j d < 19;in the case l 2 fn0 + 1; : : : ; ng and the inequalitylimt!a sup (t  a)l 1 (n  n0   1)!(n0   l)! lXk=1 1kl() Z ta (t  s)n0 l Z s (   s)n n0 1(   a) k+1jhk( )j d ds < 18: limt!b sup (b  t)l 1 (n   n0   1)!(no   l)! lXk=1 1kl() Z bt (s  t)n0 l Z s (s    )n n0 1(b   ) k+1jhk( )j d ds < 19;in the case l 2 f1; : : : ; n0g.Denition 2. Letk;1;2()pjk() 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R) (j = 1; 2; k = 1; : : : ; l);(4) p1k(t)  p2k(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;(p1; : : : ; pl ) 2 S+(a; b;n; n1;1) \ S (a; b;n; nm;2) ;where pk(t) = maxfjp1k(t)j; jp2k(t)jg (k = 1; : : : ; l) and moreover, under theboundary conditions (21), (22) the dierential equation(10) u(n) = lXk=1pk(t)u(k 1)does not have a nontrivial solution no matter what measurable functions pk :]a; b[!R (k = 1; : : : ; l), satisfying inequalities (3), are. Then the vector function(p11; : : : ; p1l; p21; : : : ; p2l) will be said to belong to the classV (t1; : : : ; tm;n1; : : : ; nm; 1; 2).
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 175Lemma 1. Let(5) (p11; : : : ; p1l; p21; : : : ; p2l) 2 V (t1; : : : ; tm; n1; : : : ; nm; 1; 2) :Then there exists a positive number 0 such that for anyq 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) and measurable functions pk :]a; b[! R (k =1; : : : ; l), satisfying inequalities (3), an arbitrary solution u of Problem (1), (21),(22) admits the estimateju(k 1)(t)j  0k;1;2(t)jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2(6) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) :Proof. By condition (5) there are numbers  2]a; t2[,  2]tm 1; b[ and  2]0; 1[such that(7)   a < 1; b   < 1and the functions pk(t) = maxfjp1k(t)j; jp2k(t)jg (k = 1; : : : ; l) satisfy the inequal-ities (t  a)l 1 1(n  n1   1)!(n1   l)!(8l) lXk=1 1kl(1) Z ta (t  s)n1 l Z s (   s)n n1 1(   a)1 k+1pk( ) d ds  for a < t  ; l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g;(t   a)l 1 1(n  l)! lXk=1 1kl(1) Z t (   t)n l(   a)1 k+1pk( ) d  (8l) for a < t  ; l 2 fn1 + 1; : : : ; ng ;(b  t)l 1 2(n   nm   1)!(nm   l)! lXk=1 1kl(2) Z bt (s   t)nm l Z s (s    )n nm 1(b   )2 k+1pk( ) d ds  (9l) for   t < b; l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg ;(b  t)l 1 2(n   l)! lXk=1 1kl(2) Z t (t   )n l(b   )2 k+1pk( ) d  (9l) for   t < b; l 2 fnm + 1; : : : ; ng :
176 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZELet us assume that the Lemma is not true. Then for each j there exist qj 2Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R), measurable functions ~pkj :]a; b[! R(k = 1; : : : ; l) satis-fying inequalities(10) p1k(t)  ~pkj(t)  p2k(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;and solution uj of the dierential equation(11) u(n) = lXk=1 ~pkj(t)u(k 1) + qj(t)satisfying the boundary conditions (21), (22) such that(12) 1j + 0j + 2j > jjqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2 ;where 1j = supn lXk=1 ju(k 1)j (t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t  o ;(131) 0j = vraimaxn lXk=1 ju(k 1)j (t)jk;1;2(t) :   t  o ;(132) 2j = supn lXk=1 ju(k 1)j (t)jk;1;2(t) :   t < bo :(133)It is assumed for each j thatj = maxn nXk=1 ju(k 1)j (t)j :   t  o ;(14) j =  1 for j = 0j for j > 0 ;(15) vj(t) = uj(t)j :(16)By (22), (11) and (16) we have(17) rj = supn(t  a)l 1 1 jv(l 1)j (t)j : a < t  o < +1and(18) v(n)j (t) = lXk=1 ~pkj(t)v(k 1)j (t) + gj(t)j :
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 177If l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g, then by virtue of (21) and (17) we have(19) jv(k 1)j (t)j  rjkl(1) (t   a)1 k+1 for a < t   (k = 1; : : : ; l) :Taking (7), (10) and (19) into account, from (18) we ndjv(n1)j (t)j  jj ++ rj(n  n1   1)! lXk=1 1kl(1) Z t (   t)n n1 1(   a)1 k+1pk( ) d++(t   a)1 n1 c1j (n1   1) jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2 ;where c1 = 2[ b a(b )2 ]n 1 2. Taking (21) and the last inequality into account, weeasily obtain jv(l 1)j (t)j  jj (t  a)n1 l+1 + rj(n  n1   1)!(n1   l)! lXk=1 1kl(1) Z ta (t   s)n1 l Z s (   s)n n1 1(   a)1 k+1pk( ) d ds++(t   a)1 l+1 c1j (n1   1)(1   n1 + 1) jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2for a < t   :Hence by virtue of (7), (8l) we haverj  jj + rj + c1j (n1   1)(1   n1 + 1) jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2 :Therefore rj  c2j 8:j + jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 29; ;where c2 = (1  ) 18:1 + c1(n1   1)(1   n1 + 1)9; :Using this estimate, from (19) we obtainjv(k 1)j (t)j  c3j 8:j + jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 29; k;1;2(t)(20) for a < t   (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;
178 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEwhere c3 = lXk=1 c2kl(1) supn (t  a)1 k+1k;1;2(t) : a < t  o :If l 2 fn1 + 1; : : : ; ng, then by virtue of (7) and (17) we havejv(k 1)j (t)j  8: jj + rjkl(1)9;(t   a)1 k+1(21) for a < t   (k = n1 + 1; : : : ; l) :Hence on account of (21) we ndjv(k 1)j (t)j  8: jj (1   n1 + 1) + rjkl(1)9;(t  a)1 k+1(22) for a < t   (k = 1; : : : ; n1) :Using inequalities (7), (10), (21) and (22), from (18) we obtainjv(l 1)j (t)j  8:1 + 11   n1 + 1 lXk=1Z t (   t)n l(   a)1 k+1pk( ) d9;jj ++ rj(n   l)! lXk=1 1kl(1) Z t (   t)n l(   a)1 k+1pk( ) d++ c1j jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2(t   a)1 l+1 for a < t  :Hence by (8l) and (17) we have(t   a)l 1 1 jv(l 1)j (t)j  ~c1j 8:j + jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 29;+ rj for a < t  and rj  ~c18:j + jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 29;+ rj ;where ~c1 = 1 + c1 + (n  l)!1   n1 + 1 lXk=1kl(1) :Therefore rj  ~c2j 8:j + jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 29; ;
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 179where ~c2 = ~c11   :By virtue of this inequality (21) and (22) again yield estimates (20), wherec3 = lXk=18: 11   n1 + 1 + ~c2kl(1)9; supn(t   a)1 k+1k;1;2(t) : a < t  o :It will be shown quite similarly thatjv(k 1)j (t)j  c4j 8:j + jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 29;k;1;2(t)(23) for   t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;where c4 is a positive constant independent of j and k.By (21), (14) and (16)jv(k 1)j (t)j  jj for   t   (k = 1; : : : ; n)and jv(k 1)j (t)j  jj k(t) for   t   (k = 1; : : : ; l)wherek(t) =8><>: jt  t2jn2k for   t  t2+t32 ,jt  tijnik for ti 1+ti2  t  ti+ti+12 (i = 3; : : : ;m  2);jt  tm 1jnm 1 k for tm 2+tm 12  t  : 1)Therefore(24) jv(k 1)j (t)j  c5j jk;1;2(t) for   t   (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;where c5 = vraimaxn lXk=1 k(t)k;1;2(t) :   t  o :Using (20), (23) and (24), from (131)-(133) we nd1j  c08:j + jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 29; ;2j  c08:j + jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 29; ;0j  c0j ;1) In the case m = 2 it is assumed that k(t)  1 (k = 1; : : : ; l).
180 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEwhere c0 = lmaxnc3; c4; c5o :Inequality (12) therefore yieldsj > j   2c03c0 jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2 :Therefore j = j > 0; vj(t) = uj(t)j for j  [2c0] + 1 ;(25) maxn nXk=1 jv(k 1)j (t)j :   t  o = 1 for j  [2c0] + 1 ;(26) v(n)j (t) = lXk=1 ~pkj(t)v(k 1)j (t) + qj(t)j for j  [2c0] + 1(27)and(28) jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2j < 3c0j   2c0 for j  [2c0] + 1 :By virtue of (25) and (28) we obtain from (20), (23) and (24)(29) jv(k 1)j (t)j  ck;1;2(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; j > [2c0] + 2) ;where c = c0(1 + 3c0) :It will be shown now that the sequences 8:v(k 1)j 9;+1j=1 (k = 1; : : : ; n) areuniformly bounded and equicontinuous inside ]a; b[. For this we shall need in therst place the estimate of the integralZ ts qj( )j d :Let a0 and b0 be arbitrary points from the intervals ]a; [ and ]; b[, respectively.It is easy to see that Z ts qj( )j d   2j(a0   a)n 1 1(b   b0)n 1 2 jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2for a0  s; t  b0 (j  [2c0] + 1) :
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 181From which by virtue of (28) we have(30)  Z ts qj( )j d   (a0; b0)j for a0  s; t  b0 (j  2[2c0] + 2) ;where (a0; b0) = 12c0(a0   a)n 1 1(b  b0)n 1 2 jqj()jn 1 1;n 1 2 :We introduce the functionsf(t) = c lXk=1pk(t)k;1;2(t) ;f1 (t) = c01(t  a)n 1 1 + Z t f( ) d ; f2 (t) = c02(b  t)n 1 2 + Z t f( ) d ;where c01 = 12c0(b  )n 1 2 ; c02 = 12c0(   a)n 1 1 :Using (4) and (5) we have f 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R);Z a ds Z s (   s)n n1 2f1 ( ) d < +1 for l 2 f1; : : : ; n1gand Z b ds Z s (s   )n nm 2f2 ( ) d < +1 for l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg :Therefore, taking into account conditions (10), (26), (29), (30), also the equalitiesv(k 1)j (a) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; n1) ; v(k 1)j (b) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; nm) ;from (27) we obtain(31) jv(n 1)j (t)j  1 + (a0; b0) +  Z t f( ) d for a0  t  b0 (j  2[2c0] + 2) ;(32) jv(n 1)j (t)   v(n 1)j (s)j   Z ts f( ) d + (a0; b0)jfor a0  s; t  b0 (j  2[2c0] + 2) ;
182 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZE(291) jv(k 1)j (t)j  (t   a)n1 k+1+ Z ta (t   s)n1 k Z s (   s)n n1 2f1 ( ) d dsfor a < t   ; l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g (k = 1; : : : ; n1) ;(292) jv(k 1)j (t)j  (b  t)nm k+1+ Z bt (s   t)nm k Z s (s    )n nm 2f2 ( ) d dsfor   t < b ; l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg (k = 1; : : : ; nm) :From (26), (31) and (32) it follows that on the interval [a0; b0] sequences8:v(k 1)j 9;+1j=1 (k = 1; : : : ; n) are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. There-fore, since a0 and b0 are arbitrary, by virtue of the Arzela-Askoli lemma it can beassumed without loss of generality that they converge uniformly inside ]a; b[.Let u(t) = limj!+1 vj(t) for a < t < b :Then(33) u(k 1)(t) = limj!+1 v(k 1)j (t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; n) :On the other hand, on account of (26), (29), (291) and (292) we have(34) maxn nXk=1 ju(k 1)(t)j :   t  o = 1 ;(35) ju(k 1)(t)j  ck;1;2(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;(351) ju(k 1)(t)j  (t   a)n1 k+1+ Z ta (t   s)n1 k Z s (   s)n n1 2f1 ( ) d dsfor a < t   ; l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g (k = 1; : : : ; n1);(352) ju(k 1)(t)j  (b  t)nm k+1++ Z bt (s   t)nm k Z s (s    )n nm 2f2 ( ) d dsfor   t < b ; l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg (k = 1; : : : ; nm):
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 183Our aim is to prove that u is a solution of equation (10), where pk : ]a; b[! R(k = 1; : : : ; l) are the measurable functions satisfying inequalities (3).It is assumed for each i 2 f1; : : : ;m  1g thatsi = ti + ti+12and Pikj(t) = Z tsi ~pkj( ) d for ti < t < ti+1 (k = 1; : : : ; l) :From (4) and (10) it follows that sequence 8:Pikj9;+1j=1 (k = 1; : : : ; l) are uni-formly bounded and equicontinuous inside ]ti; ti+1[. Therefore, by the Arzela-Askoli lemma it can be assumed without loss of generality that these sequencesconverge uniformly inside ]ti; ti+1[.Let Pik(t) = limj!+1Pikj(t) :Passing to the limit in the inequalityZ ts p1k( ) d  Pikj(t)  Pikj(s)  Z ts p2k( ) d for ti < s < t < ti+1when j ! +1, we obtainZ ts p1k( ) d  Pik(t)  Pik(s)  Z ts p2k( ) d for ti < s < t < ti+1 ;from which it is clear that Pik are absolutely continuous inside ]ti; ti+1[ andp1k(t)  P 0ik(t)  p2k(t) for ti < t < ti+1 (k = 1; : : : ; l) :Therefore the functions(36) pk(t) = P 0ik(t) for ti < t < ti+1; i = 1; : : : ;m  1 (k = 1; : : : ; l)satisfy inequalities (3).Due to (30) and (36) it is clear thatlimj!+1 Z tsi ~pkj( ) d = Z tsi pk( ) d (k = 1; : : : ; l); limj!+1 Z tsi qj( )j = 0uniformly inside ]ti; ti+1[. By virtue of Theorem 1.2 from Ref. [4], from theseconditions and equalities (33) it follows that u is a solution of equation (10) oneach interval ]ti; ti+1[ (i = 1; : : : ;m   1). Since, besides, u 2 ~Cn 1loc (]a; b[;R) andestimates (35), (351) and (352) are fullled, it is obvious that u is a solution of
184 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEProblem (10), (21), (22). Therefore by condition (5) u(t)  0. But this contradictsthe equality (34). The contradiction obtained proves the lemma. It is assumed for each natural number i thatji = 8>>><>>: htj   tj tj 13i ; tj + tj+1 tj3i i for j 2 f2; : : : ;m  1gha; a+ t2 a3i i for j = 1hb  b tm 13i ; bi for j = m ;i = m[j=1 ji :(37)Lemma 2. Let condition (5) be fullled. Then there exists a natural number i0such that for i  i0(p11i; : : : ; p1li; p21i; : : : ; p2li) 2 V (t1; : : : ; tm;n1; : : : ; nm;1; 2) ;where(38) p1ki(t) = p1k(t) ; p2ki(t) = p2k(t) for t 2 [a; b]ni;p1ki(t) =  jp1k(t)j ; p2ki(t) = jp2k(t)j for t 2 i:Proof. In view of (38)(39) maxnjp1ki(t)j; jp2ki(t)jo = pk(t) (k = 1; : : : ; l; i = 1; 2; : : :) ;where pk(t) = maxnjp1k(t)j; jp2k(t)jo :Therefore by virtue of (5) to prove the lemma it remains for us to verify theexistence of a natural number i0 such that for any i  i0 and measurable functionspk :]a; b[!R (k = 1; : : : ; l) satisfying inequalitiesp1ki(t)  pk(t)  p2ki(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l)Problem (10), (21), (22) is solved only trivially.Let us assume the opposite. Then for each natural j there exists a naturalnumber ij and measurable functions ~pkj : ]a; b[!R (k = 1; : : : ; l) such that(40) p1kij(t)  ~pkj(t)  p2kij(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l)and the equation(41) u(n) = lXk=1 ~pkj(t)u(k 1)
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 185has a nontrivial solution vj satisfying the condition(42) vraimaxn lXk=1 jv(k 1)j (t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo = 1 :We choose  2]a; t2[,  2]tm 1; b[ and  2]0; 1[ such that inequalities (7), (8l), (9l)be fullled, and assume1j = supn lXk=1 jv(k 1)j (t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t  o ;0j = vraimaxn lXk=1 jv(k 1)j (t)jk;1;2(t) :   t  o ;2j = supn lXk=1 jv(k 1)j (t)jk;1;2(t) :   t < bo :Then by (42) we have(43) 1j + 0j + 2j  1 (j = 1; 2; : : :) :Let j = maxn nXk=1 jv(k 1)j (t)j :   t  o ;j =  1 for j = 0j for j > 0 ;(44) uj(t) = vj(t)j :Repeating the reasoning used in proving Lemma 1, we shall prove that thereexists a natural number j0 and a positive constant c0 such that0j  c0j ; 1j  c0j ; 2j  c0j ; for j  j0 :On account of these inequalities it follows from (41), (43) and (44) that(45) maxn nXk=1 ju(k 1)j (t)j :   t  o = 1 (j = j0; j0 + 1; : : :) ;(46) ju(k 1)j (t)j  3c0k;1;2(t)for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; j = j0; j0 + 1; : : :) ;
186 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZE(47) ju(k 1)j (t)j  f(t) for a < t < b (j = j0; j0 + 1; : : : ) ;ju(k 1)j (t)j  (t  a)n1 k+1++ Z ta (t  s)n1 k Z s (   s)n n1 1f( ) d ds(461) for a < t  ; l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g (k = 1; : : : ; n1) ;ju(k 1)j (t)j  (b  t)nm k+1++ Z bt (s   t)nm k Z s (s   )n nm 1f( ) d ds(462) for   t < b; l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg (k = 1; : : : ; nm) ;where f(t) = 3c0 lXk=1pk(t)k;1;2(t) :From (46) and (47) it follows that sequences 8:u(k 1)j 9;+1j=1 (k = 1; : : : ; n) areuniformly bounded and equicontinuous inside ]a; b[. It can be assumed withoutloss of generality that these sequences converge uniformly inside ]a; b[.Let u(t) = limj!+1uj(t) :Then(48) u(k 1)(t) = limj!+1u(k 1)j (t) (k = 1; : : : ; n) :Therefore by (45) equality (34) will be fullled.In view of (38) and (40) it can be assumed without loss of generality that forany i 2 f1; : : : ;m  1g(49) limj!+1 Z tsi ~pkj( ) d = Z tsi pk( )duniformly inside ]ti; ti+1[, where si = ti + ti+12 ;and pk : ]a; b[! R (k = 1; : : : ; l) are measurable functions satisfying inequalities(3).By Theorem 1.2 from Ref. [4] it follows from conditions (46), (461), (462), (48)and (49) that u is a solution of Problem (10), (21), (22). Therefore in view of (5)u(t)  0, which contradicts (34). The lemma is proved. 
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 187Lemma 3. Let condition (5) be fullled. Then there exist a positive number 0and a natural number i0 such that for any i  i0, q 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R)and measurable functions pk : ]a; b[!R (k = 1; : : : ; l), satisfying the conditionsp1k(t)  pk(t)  p2k(t) for t 2 [a; b]ni ;(50) pk(t) = 0 for t 2 i ; (k = 1; : : : ; l);an arbitrary solution of Problem (1), (21), (22) admits estimate (6).Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2 there exists a natural number i0 such that(p11i0; : : : ; p1li0 ; p21i0; : : : ; p2li0) 2 V (t1; : : : ; tm;n1; : : : ; nm;1; 2) ;where p1ki0 and p2ki0 are functions given by (38).On the other hand, by virtue of (50) we have inequalitiesp1ki(t)  pk(t)  p2ki(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;for each i  i0. If we now use Lemma 1, then the validity of Lemma 3 becomesobvious. 2. Unique Solvability of Problem (1), (21), (22)In this section we are going to establish the conditions for Problem (1), (21),(22) to be Fredholmian when it is assumed thatpk()k;1;2() 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R) (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;(51) q 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) :(52)In particular, we haveTheorem 1. Let(53) (p1; : : : ; pl) 2 S+(a; b;n; n1;1) \ S (a; b;n; nm;2) :Then for Problem (1), (21), (22) to be uniquely solvable, it is necessary and su-cient that the corresponding homogeneous Problem (10), (21), (22) have the trivialsolution only.Proof. Since the necessity is obvious, we shall prove the suciency. Letp1k(t)  p2k(t)  pk(t) (k = 1; : : : ; l) :From condition (53) and the fact that the homogeneous Problem (10), (21), (22)has no nontrivial solution it follows that(p11; : : : ; p1l; p21; : : : ; p2l) 2 V (t1; : : : ; tm;n1; : : : ; nm;1; 2) :
188 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEBy virtue of Lemma 3 there exists a natural number i0 such that for any i  i0the equation(54) u(n) = lXk=1pki(t)u(k 1) ;where(55) pki(t) =  pk(t) for t 2 [a; b]ni 1)0 for t 2 i ;has no nontrivial solution, satisfying the boundary conditions (21), in the class~Cn 1([a; b];R). Therefore by the well-known theorem on the unique solvability ofthe general boundary value problem2) for each i  i0 the equation(56) u(n) = lXk=1 pki(t)u(k 1) + qi(t) ;where(57) qi(t) = 8<: q(t) for t 2 ha+ b a3i ; b  b a3i i0 for t 2 [a; b]nha+ b a3i ; b  b a3i i ;has the unique solution ui 2 ~Cn 1([a; b];R), satisfying the boundary conditions(21). As for conditions (22) they automatically follow from (21), sinceui 2 ~Cn 1([a; b];R).By Lemma 3 there exists a positive number 0 such thatju(k 1)i (t)j  0k;1;2(t)j qi()jn 1 1;n 1 2for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; i  i0) :However, in view of (57)jqi()jn 1 1;n 1 2  8:2n 1 1 + 2n 1 29;jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2 :Therefore ju(k 1)i (t)j  1k;1;2(t)jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2(58) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; i  i0) ;1) i is a set determined by (37)2) see, e.g., Ref. [4], Theorem 1.1
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 189where 1 = 08:2n 1 1 + 2n 1 29; :Besides, for some  2]a; t2[,  2]tm 1; b[ such that  a < 1; b   < 1we have  Z t (   t)n n1 1qi( ) d   c1(t   a)1 n1 jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2for a < t   ; Z t (t    )n nm 1qi( ) d   c2(b  t)2 nm jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2for   t < b ;wherec1 = 2n 1 + 2n 2n1   1 (b   )2 n+1; c2 = 2n 1 + 2n 2nm   2 (   a)1 n+1 ;and also by virtue of (53) we haveZ a ds Z s (   s)n n1 1f( )d < +1 for l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g ;Z b ds Z s (s   )n nm 1f( )d < +1 for l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg ;where f(t) = 1jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2 lXk=1 jpk(t)jk;1;2(t) ;and f(t) 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R). Therefore, taking into account (55), (57) (58) and theequalitiesu(k 1)i (a) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; n1); u(k 1)i (b) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; nm);from (56) we nd(581) ju(k 1)i (t)j  (t  a)n1 k+1 nXj=n1+1 ju(j 1)i ()j++ Z ta (t  s)n1 k Z s (   s)n n1 1f( ) d ds++ c11   n1 + 1 jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2(t   a)1 k+1for a < t   ; l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g (k = 1; : : : ; n1) ;
190 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZE(582) ju(k 1)i (t)j  (b  t)nm k+1 nXj=nm+1 ju(j 1)i ()j++ Z bt (s   t)nm k Z s (s    )n nm 1f( ) d ds++ c22   nm + 1 jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2(b  t)2 k+1for   t < b ; l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg (k = 1; : : : ; nm);(59) ju(n)i (t)j =  lXk=1pki(t)u(k 1)i (t) + qi(t)  f(t) + jq(t)j :Proceeding from (52), (58) and (59), by the Arzela-Askoli lemma it can be assumedwithout loss of generality that sequences 8:u(k 1)i 9;+1i=1 (k = 1; : : : ; n) convergeuniformly inside ]a; b[.Let u(t) = limi!+1 ui(t) for a < t < b :Then(60) u(k 1)(t) = limi!+1 u(k 1)i (t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; n) :Therefore by virtue of (58), (581) and (582)ju(k 1)(t)j  1k;1;2(t)jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2(61) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;(611) ju(k 1)(t)j  (t  a)n1 k+1 nXj=n1+1 ju(j 1)()j++ Z ta (t  s)n1 k Z s (   s)n n1 1f( ) d ds++ c11   n1 + 1 jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2(t   a)1 k+1for a < t   ; l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g (k = 1; : : : ; n1) ;(612) ju(k 1)(t)j  (b  t)nm k+1 nXj=nm+1 ju(j 1)()j+ Z bt (s   t)nm k Z s (s    )n nm 1f( ) d ds+ c22   nm + 1 jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2(b  t)2 k+1for   t < b; l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg (k = 1; : : : ; nm) :
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 191On the other hand, for any s, t 2]a; b[ (56) yieldu(n 1)i (t)   u(n 1)i (s) = Z ts 8: lXk=1pki( )u(k 1)i ( ) + qi( )9; d :Taking (55), (57)-(59) also (60) into account and using the Lebesgue theorem onthe limit passage under the integral sign, from the latter equality we obtainu(n 1)(t)   u(n 1)(s) = Z ts 8: lXk=1pk( )u(k 1)( ) + q( )9; d :Hence, with (61), (611) and (612) taken into account, we conclude that u is thesolution of Problem (1), (21), (22).The solution uniqueness of this problem follows from the unique solvability ofthe homogeneous Problem (10), (21), (22). The Theorem is proved. Corollary 1. Let(62) pk(t) = g1k(t)(t  a)n k+1 + g2k(t)(b  t)n k+1 + p0k(t) (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;where(63) k;n()p0k() 2 L([a; b];R) (k = 1; : : : l) ;and g1k, g2k : [a; b] ! R (k = 1; : : : ; l) are continuous functions satisfying theinequalities(64) lXk=1 jg1k(a)jkl(1)ln+1(1) < 1 ; lXk=1 jg2k(b)jkl(2)ln+1(2) < 1 :Then for Problem (1), (21), (22) to be uniquely solvable it is necessary and su-cient that the corresponding homogeneous Problem (10), (21), (22) have the trivialsolution only.Proof. By Theorem 1 to prove the corollary it suces to verify that functionspk (k = 1; : : : ; l) satisfy condition (53).First it will be shown that(65) (p1; : : : ; pl) 2 S+(a; b;n; n1;1) :Since functions g1k (k = 1; : : : ; l) are continuous and the rst of inequalities(64), there exists  2]a; t2[ such that(66) lXk=1 ckkl(1)ln+1(1) < 1 ;
192 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEwhere ck = maxnjg1k(t)j : a  t  o (k = 1; : : : ; l) :Let l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g. It will be shown that for any k 2 f1; : : : ; lg(67) limt!a sup(t   a)l 1 1 Z ta (t   s)n1 l Z s (   s)n n1 1(   a)1 k+1j~p0k( )j d ds = 0 ;where ~p0k(t) = g2k(t)(b  t)n k+1 + p0k(t) :Because of the continuity of g2k and condition (63) we haveZ a (   a)n kj~p0k( )j d < +1 :Therefore for an arbitrary " > 0 there exists " 2]a; [ such thatZ "a (   a)n kj~p0k( )j d < (1   n1 + 1)" :Next, for a < s  "Z s (   a)n n1+1 kj~p0k( )j d  Z "s (   a)n n1+1 kj~p0k( )j d + r0  (s   a)1 n1 Z "s (   a)n kj~p0k( )j d + r0  (1   n1 + 1)"(s   a)1 n1 + r0 ;where r0 = Z " (   a)n n1+1 kj~p0k( )j d :Using this estimate, we nd for a < t  "(t  a)l 1 1 Z ta (t  s)n1 l ds Z s (   s)n n1 1(   a)1 k+1j~p0k( )j d  (t  a)n1 1 1 Z ta ds Z s (   a)n n1+1 kj~p0k( )j d  "+ r0(t  a)n1 1 ;and thereforelimt!a sup(t a)l 1 1 Z ta (t s)n1 l Z s ( s)n n1 1( a)1 k+1j~p0k( )j d ds  " ;
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 193from which due to the arbitrarity of " we obtain (67).By (62), (66) and (67)limt!a sup (t  a)l 1 1(n  n1   1)!(n1   l)! lXk=1 1kl(1) Z ta (t  s)n1 l Z s (   s)n n1 1(   a)1 k+1jpk( )j d ds  limt!a sup (t   a)l 1 1(n  n1   1)!(n1   l)! lXk=1 ckkl(1) Z ta (t  s)n1 l Z s (   s)n n1 1(   a)1 n d ds  lXk=1 ckkl(1)ln+1(1) < 1 :The validity of (65) in the case l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g is thereby proved. The casel 2 fn1 + 1; : : : ; ng is treated similarly.The inclusion (p1; : : : ; pl) 2 S (a; b;n; nm;2)is proved by the same technique. The corollary is proved. Remark 1. Condition (64) is unprovable in the sense that none of the inequalitiescontained in it cannot be replaced by the corresponding equality. To verify this weshall consider the boundary value problemu(n) = 1(1   1) : : : (1   n+ 1)tn u+ t1 n ;(68) u(i 1)(0) = 0 (i = 1; : : :n1) ; u(j 1)(1) = 0 (j = 1; : : : ; n2) ;(691) supnt 1(1  t) 2 ju(t)j : 0 < t < 1o < +1 ;(692)where n1, n2 2 f1; : : : ; n  1g, n1 + n2 = n, 2 2]n2   1; n2[, and 1 2]n1   1; n1[is choosen so that the equationx(x  1) : : : (x  n+ 1) = 1(1   1) : : : (1   n+ 1)has n roots x1; : : : ; xn such that(70) x1 < x2 <    < xn and xn1+1 = 1 :Here m = 2; l = 1; g11(t)  ( 1)n n11n+1(1); g21(t)  0 ;p01(t)  0; q(t) = t1 n :
194 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEInstead of condition (64) which for l = 1, a = 0, b = 1 takes the form(641) jg11(0)jln+1(1) < 1 ; jg21(0)jln+1(2) < 1 ;the condition(6401) jg11(0)jln+1(1) = 1 ; jg21(0)jln+1(2) < 1 ;is fullled in the case under consideration.First it will be shown that under the boundary conditions (691), (692) thehomogeneous equation(680) u(n) = 1(1   1) : : : (1   n+ 1)tn uhas the trivial solution only. Indeed, the general solution of the equation (680) hasthe form(71) u(t) = lXk=1 cktxk ;where c1; : : : ; cn are arbitrary constants. It is obvious that for (691) and (692) tobe fullled it is necessary that(72) limt!0 sup ju(t)jt1 < +1and(73) u(j 1)(1) = 0 (j = 1; : : : ; n2) :In view of (70), (71) we nd from (72) and (73)c1 =    = cn1 = 0and lXk=n1+1 aikck = 0 (i = 1; : : : ; n2) ;where a1k = 1; aik = xk(xk   1) : : : (xk   i+ 2) (i = 2; : : : ; n2) :Since the determinant of the latter system diers from zero, we writecn1+1 =    = cn = 0 :
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 195Therefore u(t)  0.Finally, it remains for us to show that Problem (68), (691), (692) has no solution.It is not dicult to verify that the functionu0(t) = c0t1 ln t ;where c0 = hn 1Xk=0 n 1Yj=0j 6=k(1   j)i 1 ;is the solution of (68). Thus the general solution of this equation has the formu(t) = lXk=1 cktxk + c0t1 ln t :Therefore by virtue of (70)limt!0 sup ju(t)jt1 = limt!0 sup  lXk=1 cktxk + c0t1 ln t = +1 ;no matter what the constants c1; : : : ; cn are.Thus Problem (68), (691), (692) has no solution though all the conditions ofCorollary 1 were fullled except for condition (641) which was replaced by condi-tion (6401). 3. Problem (1), (21), (22) in the case l = 1In this section we consider the following boundary value problemu(n) = p(t)u+ q(t) ;(74) u(k 1)(ti) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; ni; i = 1; : : : ;m) ;(751) supn(t  a) 1(b  t) 2 ju(t)j : a < t < bo <1 ;(752)where p()1;1;2() 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R), q 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R).By Theorem 1 for any r 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) the dierential equationu(n) = r(t)has the unique solution u0(r)() : ]a; b[! R satisfying the boundary conditions(751), (752).Below we use the following notation1;2(r) = vraimaxn ju0(r)(t)j1;1;2(t) : a < t < bo :From Ref. [6] we easily obtain the following results.
196 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZETheorem 2. Let jp(t)j  r(t)1;1;2(t) for a < t < b ;where r 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) ;and 1;2(r) < 1 :Then Problem (74), (751), (752) has the unique solution.Theorem 3. Let m = 2 andjp(t)j  r0(t  a)n(b  t)n for a < t < b ;where r0 is the number satisfying the inequalityr0 < n1!n2!(n1   1)(n2   2)(1   n1 + 1)(2   n2 + 1)1(n1; n2; 1; 2) + 2(n1; n2; 1; 2) (b  a)n ;where1(n1; n2; 1; 2) = 2n1(n1   1)(2   n2 + 1)(1   n1 + 1 + n2   2) ;2(n1; n2; 1; 2) = 2n2(n2   2)(1   n1 + 1)(2   n2 + 1 + n1   1) :Then Problem (74), (751), (752) has the unique solution.For the two points boundary value problemu00 = p(t)u+ q(t) ;(76) u(a) = u(b) = 0 ;(771) supn(t  a) 1(b   t) 2 ju(t)j : a < t < bo < +1 ;(772)where 0 < 1, 2 < 1, p 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R) and q 2 L1 1;1 2(]a; b[;R), fromTheorem 2 we obtainCorollary 2. Letjp(t)j  r08:1(1   1)(t  a)2 + 212(t  a)(b  t) + 2(1  2)(b  t)2 9; for a < t < b ;where r0 is the number satisfying the inequality(78) r0 < 1 :Then Problem (76), (771), (772) has the unique solution.The proof of Corollary 2 see in Ref. [6].
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 197Remark 2. Condition (78) in Corollary 2 is unprovable in the sense that theinequality contained in it cannot be replaced by the corresponding equality (seethe example in Ref. [6]).For the three-points boundary value problemu000 = p(t)u+ q(t) ;(79) u(a) = u(t0) = u(b) = 0 ;(801) supn(t  a) 1(b   t) 2 ju(t)j : a < t < bo < +1 ;(802)where a < t0 < b, 0 < 1, 2 < 1, t! jt  t0jp(t) is locally integrable on ]a; b[ andq 2 L2 1;2 2(]a; b[;R), from Theorem 2 we obtainCorollary 3. Letjp(t)j  r01(1  1)(2  1)(t  a)3   31(1  1)(t  a)2(t   t0) + 312(1  1)(t  a)2(b  t) (81)  612(t   a)(t   t0)(b  t)   312(1  2)(t   a)(b   t)2   32(1  2)(t  t0)(b  t)2   2(1  2)(2  2)(b  t)3 for a < t < b ;where r0 is the number satisfying the inequality (78). Then Problem(79), (801),(802) has the unique solution.Proof. It is assumedr(t) = r0(t  a)1(t0   t)(b   t)2h1(1  1)(2   1)(t  a)3   31(1  1)(t  a)2(t   t0)++312(1   1)(t   a)2(b  t)   612(t   a)(t   t0)(b  t)   312(1  2)(t  a)(b   t)2   32(1   2)(t  t0)(b   t)2   2(1   2)(2  2)(b   t)3 i :It is obvious that r 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) and we can write the condition(81) in the view jp(t)j  r(t)(t   a)1(b  t)2 jt  t0j :On the other side, it is not dicult to see that the functionu0(r)(t) =  r0(t  a)1(t  t0)(b   t)2is the solution of the problemu000 = r(t); u(a) = u(t0) = u(b) = 0 :
198 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEAccording to condition (78) 1;2(r) = r0 < 1 :Therefore all conditions of Theorem 2 are fullled. Corollary is proved. Remark 3. Condition (78) in Corollary 3 is unprovable in the sense that theinequality contained in it cannot be replaced by the corresponding equality. Really,for each number c 2 R the functionu0(t) = c(t  a)1(t  t0)(b   t)2is the solution of the dierential equationu000 = p(t)u ;where p(t) = 1(1  1)(2  1)(t   a)3   31(1  1)(t   a)2(t  t0)+312(1  1)(t   a)2(b  t)   612(t  a)(t   t0)(b  t)   312(1  2)(t  a)(b  t)2  32(1  2)(t   t0)(b  t)2   2(1  2)(2  2)(b  t)3 ;and satisfy the boundary conditions (801), (802).4. The Continuous Dependence ofSolutions on Equation CoefficientsAlongside with (1), for each natural number j we consider the equation(1j) u(n) = lXk=1 ~pkj(t)u(k 1) + qj(t) ;where ~pkj()k;1;2() 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R); qj 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) :As before, it will be assumed here that pk (k = 1; : : : ; l) and q satisfy conditions(51), (52).Theorem 4. Let condition (53) be fullled and Problem (1), (21), (22) has theunique solution u. Let, besides,limj!+1 Z ta+b2 ~pkj( )k;1;2( ) d = Z ta+b2 pk( )k;1;2( ) d(82) uniformly inside ]a; b[ (k = 1; : : : ; l);
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 199supn(t  a)n 1 1 Z st j~pkj( )  pk( )jk;1;2( ) d : a < t  so! 0(83) for s! a; j ! +1 (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;supn(b  t)n 1 2 Z ts j~pkj( )   pk( )jk;1;2( ) d : s  t < bo! 0(84) for s! b; j ! +1 (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;(85) limj!+1 jqj()  q()jn 1 1;n 1 2 = 0and(86) j~pkj(t)jk;1;2(t)  ~p(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; j = 1; 2; : : :) ;where ~p 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R) :Then, starting from some j0 Problem (1j), (21), (22) also has the unique solutionuj and(87) vraimaxn lXk=1 ju(k 1)j (t)  u(k 1)(t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo  ! 0 for j ! +1 :Proof. From(53), (83) and (84) it readily follows that there exists a natural num-ber j1 such that(88) (~p1j; : : : ; ~plj) 2 S+(a; b;n; n1;1) \ S (a; b;n; nm;2) for j  j1 :Let us now prove that starting from some j0  j1 the homogeneous equation(89) u(n) = lXk=1 ~pkj(t)u(k 1)has no nontrivial solution satisfying the boundary conditions (21), (22).Let the opposite be true. Then there exists a sequence of natural numbers8:ji9;+1i=1 such that for each i the equationu(n) = lXk=1 ~pkji(t)u(k 1)
200 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEhas the solution ui satisfying conditions (21) and (22) and(90) vraimaxn lXk=1 ju(k 1)i (t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo = 1 (i = 1; 2; : : :) :In view of (86) and (90)(91) ju(k 1)i (t)j  k;1;2(t) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; i = 1; 2; : : :)and ju(n)(t)j  l~p(t) for a < t < b (i = 1; 2; : : :) :From these estimates it follows that sequences 8:u(k 1)i 9;+1i=1 (k = 1; : : : ; n) areuniformly bounded and equicontinuous inside ]a; b[.It is obvious that for each i(92) u(n)i (t) = lXk=1 pk(t)u(k 1)i (t) + ~qi(t) ;where ~qi(t) = lXk=1 h~pkji(t)  pk(t)iu(k 1)i (t) :According to conditions (83), (84) and (91)supn(t  a)n 1 1 Z st j~qi( )j d : a < t  so  ! 0 for s! a; i! +1and supn(b  t)n 1 2 Z ts j~qi( )j d : s  t < bo  ! 0 for s! b; i! +1 :On the other hand, by virtue of Lemma 3.1 from Ref. [4] the uniform bound-edness, equicontinuity and conditions (82), (86) and (91) imply thatlimi!+1 Z ta+b2 ~qi( ) d = 0uniformly inside ]a; b[. Therefore(93) limi!+1 j~qi()jn 1 1;n 1 2 = 0 :
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 201By Lemma 1 there exists a positive number 0 such thatju(k 1)i (t)j  0k;1;2(t)j~qi()jn 1 1;n 1 2for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; i = 1; 2; : : :) :Hence with (93) taken into account we havevraimaxn lXk=1 ju(k 1)i (t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo  ! 0 for i! +1 ;which contradicts condition (90). The contradiction obtained proves that if j0  j1is a suciently great number, then the homogeneous Problem (89), (21), (22) hasthe trivial solution only for each j  j0. Since, besides, condition (88) is fullledtoo, by virtue of Theorem 1 Problem (1j), (21), (22) has the unique solution ujfor each j  j0.To complete the proof of Theorem it remains for us to show that condition (87)is fullled. Let us assume the opposite is true. Then there exist a positive number"0 and a sequence of natural numbers 8:ji9;+1i=1 such thati = vraimaxn lXk=1 ju(k 1)ji (t)   u(k 1)(t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo  "0(94) (i = 1; 2; : : :) :Let vi(t) = uji(t)   u(t)i :It is obvious that each vi satises the boundary conditions (21), (22),(95) vraimaxn lXk=1 jv(k 1)i (t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo = 1 (i = 1; 2; : : :)and(96) v(n)i (t) = lXk=1pk(t)v(k 1)i (t) + q1i(t) + q2i(t) (i = 1; 2; : : :) ;where q1i(t) = lXk=18:~pkji(t)   pk(t)9;8>>>:v(k 1)i (t) + u(k 1)(t)i 9>>>;and q2i(t) = 1i hqji(t)   q(t)i :
202 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEBy (85), (86), (94) and (95)(97) limi!+1 jq2i()jn 1 1;n 1 2 = 0and(98) jq1i(t)j  p(t);  lXk=1 pk(t)v(k 1)i (t)  p(t) ;where p(t) = lr0~p(t) + r0 lXk=1 jpk(t)jk;1;2(t) ;r0 = 1 + 1"0 vraimaxn lXk=1 ju(k 1)(t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo ;and p 2 Lloc(]a; b[;R) :From (95) { (98) it follows that sequences 8:v(k 1)i 9;+1i=1 (k = 1; : : : ; n) areuniformly bounded and equicontinuous inside ]a; b[. Therefore by Lemma 3.1 fromRef. [4] and conditions (82){(84)(99) limi!+1 jq1i()jn 1 1;n 1 2 = 0 :By virtue of Lemma 1 there exists a positive number 0 such thatjv(k 1)i (t)j  0k;1;2(t)hjq1i()jn 1 1;n 1 2 + jq2i()jn 1 1;n 1 2ifor a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; i = 1; 2; : : :) :Hence with (97) and (99) taken into account we havevraimaxn lXk=1 jv(k 1)i (t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo  ! 0 for i! +1 ;which contradicts (95). The contradiction obtained proves Theorem. We shall consider, as an example, the dierential equation(10j) u(n) = lXk=1 gk(t) sin jt + hkj(t)k(t) u(k 1) + jg0(t) sin j2t+ h0j(t)(t  a)n 1 1(b  t)n 1 2 ;
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 203where k(t) = (t a)n+1 k(b t)n+1 kQm 1i=2 jt tijnik, gk : [a; b]! R(k = 0; : : : ; l)are continuously dierentiable functions satisfying the conditionsgk(a) = gk(b) = 0 (k = 0; : : : ; l) ;and hkj : [a; b]! [ 1; 1] (k = 0; : : : ; l; j = 1; 2; : : :) are measurable functions suchthat limj!+1hkj(t) = 0 uniformly on [a; b] :By Theorem 4, starting from some j, Problem (10j), (21), (22) has the uniquesolution uj andvraimaxn lXk=1 ju(k 1)j (t)jk;1;2(t) : a < t < bo  ! 0 for j ! +1 :5. Green's Operator and its PropertiesIn this section it is assumed that pk : ]a; b[!R (k = 1; : : : ; l) are xed functionssatisfying conditions (51) and (53), and Problem (10), (21), (22) has the trivial solu-tion only. Then by virtue of Theorem 1 for any q 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) Prob-lem (1), (21), (22) has the unique solution. The operator GLn 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R)!Cloc(]a; b[;R) that puts into correspondence to each q 2Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R)the solution u(t) = G(q)(t) of Problem (1), (21), (22), will called Green's operatorof Problem (10), (21), (22).From Lemma 1 yieldsCorollary 4. There exists the positive number 0 such that for any q 2Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R) the inequalitiesdk 1G(q)(t)dtk 1   0k;1;2(t)jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2(100) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l) ;dn 1G(q)(t)dtn 1   dn 1G(q)(s)dsn 1   Z ts p( ) d +  Z ts q( ) d for a < s  t < b ;where p(t) = 0jq()jn 1 1;n 1 2 lXk=1 jpk(t)jk;1;2(t) ;are hold.
204 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZETheorem 5. Letq 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R); qj 2 Ln 1 1;n 1 2(]a; b[;R)(101) (j = 1; 2; : : :) ;(102) limj!+1 Z ta+b2 qj( ) d = Z ta+b2 q( ) d uniformly inside ]a; b[ ;(103) limj!+1 jqj()  q()jn 1 1;n 1 2 < +1 :Then limj!+1 dk 1G(qj)(t)dtk 1 = dk 1G(q)(t)dtk 1 (k = 1; : : : ; n)(104) uniformly inside ]a; b[ :Proof. Let us assume that Theorem is not true. Then there exist points a0 2]a; b[and b0 2]a0; b[, the positive number "0 and the sequence (ji)+1i=1 natural numberssuch that(105) i = maxn nXk=1 dk 1G(qji   q)(t)dtk 1  : a0  t  b0o  "0 (i = 1; 2; : : :) :It is assumed for each i that~qi(t) = 1i hqji(t)   q(t)i ;ui(t) = G(~qi)(t) :Then(106) u(n)i (t) = lXk=1 pk(t)u(k 1)i (t) + ~qi(t) ;and u() = ui() satises the boundary conditions (21), (22). On the other hand,according to conditions (102), (103) and Corollary 4supnj~qi()jn 1 1;n 1 2 : i = 1; 2; : : :o < +1 ;(107) limi!+1 Z ta+b2 ~qi( ) d = 0 uniformly inside ]a; b[ ;(108) maxn nXk=1 ju(k 1)i (t)j : a0  t  b0o = 1 (i = 1; 2; : : :)(109)
ON A MULTIPOINT B.V.P. FOR L.O.D.E. WITH SINGULARITIES 205and ju(k 1)i (t)j  r0k;1;2(t)(110) for a < t < b (k = 1; : : : ; l; i = 1; 2; : : :) ;where r0 is a positive number independent of i. According to conditions (106) and(110) ju(n)i (t)   ~qi(t)j   lXk=1pk(t)u(k 1)i (t)  p(t)(111) for a < t < b (i = 1; 2; : : :) ;where p(t) = r0 lXk=1 jpk(t)jk;1;2(t)and p 2 Lloc (]a; b[;R).On account of conditions (53), (107), (109), (111) and equalitiesu(k 1)i (a) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; n1); u(k 1)i (b) = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; nm)from (106) we nd ju(k 1)i (t)j  r1(t  a)1 k+1+ Z ta (t   s)n1 k Z t0s (   s)n n1 1p( ) d ds(1121) for a < t  t0; l 2 f1; : : : ; n1g (k = 1; : : : ; n1)and ju(k 1)i (t)j  r2(b  t)2 k+1+ Z bt (s   t)nm k Z st0 (s    )n nm 1p( ) d ds(1122) for t0  t < b; l 2 f1; : : : ; nmg (k = 1; : : : ; nm);where t0 = a0+b02 , r1 and r2 are positive constant s independent of i.From (108) { (111) it follows that sequences 8:u(k 1)i 9;+1i=1 (k = 1; : : : ; n) areuniformly bounded and equicontinuous inside ]a; b[. Therefore by the Arzela-Alkolilemma it can be assumed without loss of generality that sequences 8:u(k 1)i 9;+1i=1(k = 1; : : : ; n) converge uniformly inside ]a; b[.
206 G. D. TSKHOVREBADZEOn account of conditions (108), (110), (111), (1121) and (122) we conclude that(113) u(t) = limi!+1ui(t)is the solution of Problem (10), (21), (22). Therefore u(t)  0. But it is impossible,because on account of (109) and (113) we havemax( nXk=1 ju(k 1)(t)j : a0  t  b0) = 1 :The contradiction obtained proves Theorem. References[1] de la Vallee Poussin, Ch. J., Sur l'equation di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